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A E. Moat from S. 

C Hearth 133 and Wall 128 

E S.W. corner of Building I 15 

A-E Views of Site and Excavation 
Metal objects before cleaning, numbered as on Figs. 13 and 14 (see pp. 17-20) 



HUMBERSTONE EARTHWORI(, 
LEICESTER 

by 

Philip A. Rahtz 

This report describes the rescue excavation of a medieval earthwork, within 
which were traces of medieval and later occupation, including houses 
occupied in the thirteenth and fifteenth-seventeenth centuries. The earth..; 
work itself is probably of the thirteenth century and the so-called "moats" 
are probably fishponds. 

The excavation was arranged by the Ancient 'Monuments Division of 
the Ministry of Works. The site was to be destroyed by the construction 
of a hotel and a double carriageway ring road within the area of the earth
work. Five men were employed for six weeks in July and August of 1955. 
The excavation was confined to a complete excavation of the house area, 
a section across the east "moat" and testing of the remainder. The finds 
have been deposited in Leicester Museum.' 

Previous References and History 

The only previous reference is in a history of the parish written in 
19162 and hereafter referred to as Kendall; otherwise it seems to have 
escaped attention until its scheduling as an Ancient Monument (Leics. 66). 

The ground covered by the earthwork was known locally in Kendall's 
day as Swan's Orchard, and a few people knew it by this name in 1955. 
Kendall says that it is so named in a map of the parish dated between 1830 
and 1840; furthermore, he says, "I have heard it stated on good authority 
that the ancient earthwork in Swan's Orchard is attributable to the Danish 
occupation of the eastern side of Leicestershire; Swan's Orchard owes its 
name to the yeoman family of Swan,, who were living in · the village at the 
beginning of the seventeenth century, and of whom, in 1614, John Swan, 
Yeoman, left 3s. 4d. to Humberstone Church and wished to be buried in 
the chancel". 

The manors of Humberstone are fully discussed by Kendall; no attempt 
has been made to check his sources, and the following information is derived 
from his book, except where . otherwise implied. 

There appear to have been two manors. One, known as the Martival
Hesilrige Manor, was always independent of the church and its continuity 
can be traced from the twelfth century to the present day, when it is 
represented by Humberstone Manor, 300 yards west of the church. This 
house is referred to by Kendall as "Mr. Fox's house", and a very large 
L-shaped complex of pits are still (1955) known locally as Fox's Hollows 
(fig. 8). These are probably the fishponds of the Martival-Hesilrige Manor. 
The second manor was known as the Hotoft Manor. Robert, Earl of 
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HUMBERSTONE EARTHWORK, LEICESTER 3 

Leicester, who died in 1II8, gave it to the de Humet family. Jordan de 
Humet (with Ernaldo de Bois) built (or re-built) Humberstone church, 
about u6o. He presented the church and its advowson to Leicester abbey. 
He was succeeded by his son John, who contested his father's right to give 
away the advowson, but without success. He (John) was involved in plots 
against King John, and was finally disgraced and imprisoned in 1216, his 
lands being given to his future son-in-law, Richard de Grey. John de 
Humet was pardoned in 1229, but in the meantime Leicester abbey had 
appropriated all the manorial rights, considering them to be included with 
the advowson. Kendall assumes that about this time the manor ceased to 
exist, the lands being split up. Part was retained by the incumbent appointed 
by the abbey, and the rest was eventually acquired by the Hotoft family, 
one of whom is named in the lay subsidy roll of 1327; another, who died 
in 1451, has a splendid tomb in Humberstone church. 

Though there is no explicit reference to the site of the Manor House, 
Kendall thought it was contiguous to the church on its east side. Here 
is the "Manor House" with massive cellars, in whose garden old foundations 
were seen some years ago, but nothing in Kendall's description suggests 
that they were medieval. The O.S. map shows it as being on the site of 
an ancient manor house. 

There is thus no very good reason why the earthwork under present 
discussion should not have been the site of the second Manor House. The 
prosperity of Jordan and the decline of his son John suggests an occupation 
of their Manor House or houses in the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, 
which would accord well with the arcrueological evidence of the site as a 
whole, though the house excavated is most likely to be only of the thirteenth 
century. 

The later house on the same site may perhaps have been the home 
of the Swan family. The archieological evidence to be described suggests 
a period in the later fifteenth, sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, 
which would be consistent with it having been the home of the Swan family 
mentioned by Kendall, whose memory perhaps survived in the name of 
Swan's Orchard. 

The Site 
The site (see fig. 1) is an earthwork of some 7-8 acres; it is 400 yds. 

east of Humberstone church, on ground sloping down from north to south; 
it is shown only as "moat" on the O.S. map. The ground lies at an average 
level of 280 ft. above O.D. (see levels on plan, fig. 2 marked L). The 
natural sub-soil is of glacial origin, varying from loose dean sand, mixed 
sands and gravels, to heavy clay, and very variable within small areas.3 
The "moat" is a large L-shaped ditch 4-7 ft. deep, with an outer bank. 
There is a slope on the west side and the present road on the north side. 
A local resident tells me that before this road was made there was no ditch 
on this side, and the ground continued as a steady slope to the north. These 
features enclose an area of about two acres, with a large hollow near its 
centre and a prominent raised platform 90 ft. x 70 ft. on its south side 
(see fig. 2). 

The L-shaped moat or ditch comprises eastern and southern arms, 
the east and south "moats". The south moat widens and deepens towards 
the west and in wet weather a small lake forms in the south-west corner; 
the rest of the moat was, within living memory, wet enough to grow 
watercress. 
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HUMBERSTONE EARTHWORK, LEICESTER 5 

Method of Excavation 

Test holes 4 ft. square were dug at 50 ft. intervals (see plan of 
cuttings fig. 2). These showed that the raised platform was the focus of 
thirteenth-century and later occupation; this area was trenched and the 
trenches expanded into larger cuttings (see plan of house area, fig. 3). A 
cutting was also made across the east moat (see Section S 6). 

Abbreviations used: F -Feature number4 

D -Ditch4 
TH -Test Hole4 
S I etc. -Drawn sections S 1-S 6 
C 13, C 14, etc. -Thirteenth, fourteenth centuries 

TR 
L 
T 
T&T 
H 
HA 
N 
U/S 
<lest. 
"Tudor" 

PH 
ND 
SF 

A.D., etc. 
-Trench 
-Layer 
-Turf 
-Turf and top soil 
-Hearth 
-House area 
-Natural 
-Unstratified 
-Destruction 
-Later fifteenth-seventeenth 

century occupation 
-post-hole 
-Not dated 
-Small find list, p. 

Stratification 
In the house area, the general sequence from the turf is as follows : 
Turf and Top Soil. This layer is disturbed and contains some material 

of post-seventeenth century date (Period 3). 
Destruction Layer. This contains a good deal of slate, mortar and 

clay (wall material) and is a very mixed and disturbed level, which usually 
penetrated to floor level inside Rooms I and II and to the disturbed surface 
of the natural elsewhere. This layer yielded most of the Tudor material 
and some of earlier date. There is nowhere any distinct occupation level of 
any period. It appears that the Tudor floors were kept clean, and elsewhere 
Tudor gardening or other disturbances destroyed earlier occupation layers 
and prevented a new accumulation. Thus medieval features are only 
identifiable where they penetrated below the surface of the natural. 

Disturbed Surface of the Natural. From this came mostly medieval 
material, but this was well mixed with later slate, mortar, etc. It may be 
regarded as a destroyed occupation layer, but in no way sealed or reliable 
in content. 

This general sequence is of course a generalisation; the actual stratifica
tion varies in different parts of the house area as shown in the drawn sections 
S I to S 5, but it is convenient for reference to the provenance of finds 
when they do not come from sealed features. Where features do not appear 
in the drawn sections, their stratification is given in the feature list.4 
Outside the house area, the stratification of the section across the east moat 
is shown in S 6, and discussed on p. 9; and that of the test holes on 
pp. 13-15. 
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HUMBERSTONE EARTHWORK, LEICESTER 

Chronology 

Period o -Pre-medieval including Roman 
Period 1 -Medieval, twelfth and thirteenth centuries 
Period 1 a-Medieval, secondary features 
Period 2 -Tudor and later, fifteenth-seventeenth centuries 
Period 3 -Post seventeenth century 

7 

Period o is represented only by a few coarse sherds of the late third
early fourth centuries A.D., and one of Hadrianic samian,* a coin of the 
second century A.D. t and a white tessera.t The only features which 
may be of this date are the ditch or beam-slot 186 in TH 27 (fig. 2, from 
which came only a fragment of combed brick), and ditch 144 and/or its 
continuation to the west 130; from the latter came the sherd of samian, 
and the coin was on its south edge; medieval sherds were also found in 
the filling, but there is a possibility that it was a Roman ditch re-cut. 

Period 1 is represented by all the medieval features; the medieval house 
(see plan, fig. 7) its associated features in the house area, and features 
and finds from test holes outside the house area. It seems likely that the 
"moats" date from Period 1, though perhaps from a secondary phase of it, 
as thirteenth-century sherds (including A 1, fig. 15) were sealed under the 
outer bank (see p. 9). It is unlikely that the "moats" would be associated 
with a house such as that of Period 2. 

Period 1a is represented by features which are secondary to those of 
Period 1, but do not belong to Period 2. They are presumably of a late 
phase of Period I. The only certain one is Hearth 133, which yielded 
medieval sherds in its ash levels, and yet lies on the surface of the filled-up 
ditch 144 (see S 4); no medieval sherds were found in the ditch below 
this hearth and this part may be Roman-see Period o. Hearth 136 and 
ash 144 also lie over ditch 144 and may be contemporary with 133, though 
no datable finds were made. 

Section S4 H 
1. Turf 8,. topsoil 

• - • - • _· .-. • CLAYEY BROWN • _:_ .-

0122 

- --:.- ~--=---°!-~~E;l_~-.C:-~-;i_-;::-::. =-:'==;_ :c ~ - -
0130 

Scale 5
J,,,1 = 4~ aaeii,3=""12===1~,,.·-3=0==============3'g=======~J? feet 

Fig. 4 

* Scrap of decorated samian (D r44, near base). 
From Dr. 37, in the style of G. IVLIVS VIBIVS or VIBINVS. The ovolo, wavy 
line and rosette are characteristic. Hadrianic, u5-135 A.D. (kindly examined and 
identified by Mr. B. R. Hartley, M.A., F.S.A.) 
The seven coarse sherds have been examined by Mr. Graham Webster, M.A., F.S.A.: 
he suggests that six are likely to be of late 3rd-early 4th century date, though a 
sherd of amphora is probably earlier. 

t Kindly identified by Mr. G. C. Boon, B.A., F.R.N.s., F.S.A., as an illegible sestertius, 
perhaps Faustina II or similar empress; badly pitted and rubbed down by abrasive 
before formation of patina. 

:j: With mortar adhering; c. ¾ in. square; probably white Lias, with the upper 
surface coated with red slip or paint. 
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HUMBERSTONE EARTHWORK, LEICESTER 9 

The dating of Period I depends entirely on th~ pottery finds. The 
majority of these are of the earlier part of the thitteenth century (seep. 25). 
Fourteen sherds of Stamford ware are however dated to the first half of the 
twelfth century, and it seems probable that they are derived from earlier 
occupation outside the house area. 

Period 2 is represented by the three-roomed house andoutbuilding, 
with their associated features and finds in the house area; few finds of 
Period 2 were made outside the house area-only a slight scatt.ei; of pottery 
and the unexplained depression found in TH 10. · 

The dating of Period 2 .depends on. the dating of the pottery (p. 27) 
which appears to cover, the late fifteenth, ~ixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries, though little is yet known of the pottery of this period. There 
are also three jettons of the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries (p. 21). 
The house seems likely to have been built during the later fifteenth century 
and the whole occupation in Period 2 is loosely referred to in this report 
as Tudor, though the latter part of the occupation lies outside the Tudor 
period. 

Period 3 is represented only by a scatter of later material over the whole 
site but especially in the house area. There are only one or ,two post-holes 
which may be later than Period 2, * but it is unlikely that they represent 
any substantial structures and the whole scatter is not moi:e than might 
be expected in an area which has had continuous occupation since the 
abandonment of the Period 2 house. · 

The Moats 

The moats can in no way be regarded as true moats, nor as any kind of 
defensive work, since they are on only two sides,, with a cut-away on the 
west side, and nothing at all on the north side, unless there had been a 
palisade. It seems more likely that they were a series of fishponds, possibly 
with dams between the different sections, which have since been removed. t 

The East Moat was sectioned as shown in S 6. It is clear from this 
that the outer bank is the spoil derived from digging the moat. Under this 
bank, indicated by a cross on the section, in the top of layer 2, were a few 
sherds of pottery, including sherds of Stamford ware and a rim sherd of a 
cooking pot likely to be of thirteenth-century date (A 1), suggesting that 
the moat is of this date or later. 

The stratification is not very clear. It would appear that the moat 
was never dug much deeper than it is at present, and there has apparently 
been little silting, represented only by layers 6 and 7. This silting has been 

* One of these is of interest; PH 145 showed at 8 in. from T., as a hollow space 
with decayed bark-dust in base; at 2 ft . · o in. this became a bluish sticky sludge. 
Samples taken of sludge and also of ditch silt 3 ft. to north. The samples were 
subjected to firing tests (as described in Wacher, op. cit. on p. 32 footnote). The 
iron content in both is relatively high, but the bluish sample contained rather 
less : on the other hand, it is significantly richer in organic material (L.B.). 

t A similar L-shaped complex of pits of similar size exists behind Humberstone 
Manor, west of the church (fig. 8). These are now known as "Fox's Hollows" 
and were very probably fishponds of the Martival-Hesilrige Manor (see above, 
p. 1). These latter were probably the "stanks and stews" referred to in a com
mission report of 1348 (see Kendall) and perhaps also the pit drained by the 
county at a cost of £60 in 1786, in which it was supposed that a murdered man 
had been thrown (Kendall quoting Throsby). 
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HUMBERSTONE EARTHWORK, LEICESTER 

£arfhworks behind 
Humbersfone Manor 

(Fox's Hollows) 

~~i 
-~ HUMBERSTONE 

0 , MANOR 

Fig. 8 From 25 in. map Leics. xxxi. 8 

(Based on the Ordnance Survey with the sanction of the 
Controller of H .M . Stationery Office.) 

II 

partly displaced by layer 3 to the east (a fall or wash-back of the outer bank) 
and by layers 5 and 8 on the west side (probably derived from the inner 
bank of the moat). Layer 4 is probably a former soil layer (i.e. buried 
soil; probably total original profile), and layers 3 and 5 may be the result 
of a secondary scouring of the moat. Layer 2 on both sides is the original 
soil, rather higher on the west side. The dip in the base of layer 2 on the 
west side (i.e. in the surface of the natural) is unexplained. There was 
some probable lime trodden into the surface of layer 2 on the east side. 
Layer 10 is a dump of ash of uncertain date, probably modern, and layer 
9 is a recent intrusion through the present top soil layer 7, which contained 
much modern debris such as bicycle wheels and bottle glass. 

The comparative lack of silting may be due to continual drainage into 
the deeper south moat. It would have been difficult to dig the moat any 
deeper in such unstable materials as layers V and Y. 

The Hollow 
The hollow north of the house area (see fig. 1) was not excavated 

except by test holes 21, 22 and 23. These showed no stratification except 
cobbles laid down in 21 and 23, apparently on a slight layer of mud and 
probably in Period 2, to judge by the jetton (p. 21, No. 1) sealed under 
the cobbles near TH 22. Its date must remain uncertain, but its purpose 
may have been to divert storm water from the north away from the house 
platform. The spoil derived from the digging of the hollow may have been 
partly or wholly used to make up the house platform itself. This was not 
proved conclusively either way by the excavation. If it were so, then the 
hollow would be of medieval origin. There appears to be a slight depression 
leading up to the house area from the south moat but this was not excavated. 

The Medieval House 
The Medieval House (Period 1, Area V on plan of house area, fig. 3) 

is represented by those ditches, post-holes and pits shown on the Period 1 
plan (see fig. 7) and by finds of burnt daub and ridge tile fragments (p. 24). 
This plan also includes undated features (drawn more lightly) and secondary 
features of Period ra. 

The post-holes do not form any conclusive house plan; this may be 
due partly to later disturbance, especially on the north side. They lie in 
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an area bounded to the east by pit uo* (possibly a cess-pit at this end of 
the house) and to the west by ditch II5 ;tin this area the disturbed surface 
of the natural is softer and darker; the edge of this layer is shown by a 
dotted line north of post-holes 149 and 150; its southern edge was less 
defined, but lay south of post-holes 108, II7 and 173. 

The relationship of this complex to ditch u5 is uncertain, though the 
pottery from D 115 is similar to that from other Period 1 features. Beam 
slot or ditch 106 could not be traced where it would have crossed the filling, 
but it may be only a small ditch draining into it from both sides. Beyond 
the ditch to the west are two medieval features, the probable cess-pit 181:j: 
and an outer ditch 102a. Of these, 181 is apparently cut by D u5, as a 
layer of burnt daub near its base extended into the filling of the ditch at 
the same level, evidently having weathered out of the ditch side. There is 
however no appreciable difference in the sherds from the two features. 

Ditch 130, and its continuation eastward as ditch 144,II appear to drain 
the north side of the area and D 122 its east side. Ditch 144 was silted up 
before the end of the occupation, as hearth 133 is constructed over it 
(Period . ra). 

Features of Medieval Date outside the House Area. Medieval sherds 
were found in test holes 7, 24, 27 and 36. Those in 7 are probably derived 
from the house area. Those in 27 were stratified above a layer of dark 
brown soil filling ditch or beam slot 186, which may be Roman. Those 
from 36 were in the filling of ditch 187 and probably date it. Ditch 185 
in TH 25 and ditch 183 in TH 20 may be medieval, though no finds were 

* Pit: Probably cess-pit; Depth T. 7 ft. N. 5 ft. 6 in., o in.-2 ft. 3 in.-brown 
soil, heavy gravel (Tudor blocking); 2 ft. 3 in.-2 ft. 6 in.-charcoal and mortar 
(Tudor); 2 ft. 6 in.-6 ft.-grey-mauve silt with orange flecks (13th-century 
sherds); 6 fr.-7 ft.-black wet silt with a large baulk of partially decayed oak (slate 
in top of this layer). See S 5. 

t Depth T. 5 ft. 2 in., N. 3 ft. 2 in. Filling; o in.-8 in. turf and top soil; 8 in.-2 ft. 
o in. mortary soil and slate (Tudor); 2 ft . o in.-base, brown clayey soil with a 
little gravel and charcoal flecks. Base of ditch flat. 
Sherds: Roman, ST1, ST3, other Stamford ware sherds, A 4, A 5, A 8, A 9, 
A 13, A 18, also C 2-3, C 5, animal bones. 
In the base of D II5 was PH u8. Filling blue-grey silt with some orange clay 
vertical-sided on north side, sloping to south. 4 ft. 10 in. X 2 ft. 10 in.; Depth 
1 ft. 6in. from base of ditch (fig. 6). 

:j: 181 Pit, partly in D II5: 3 ft. 7 in. X 3 ft. 7 in. roughly circular. Dept T . 6 ft., 
T. 4 ft. Contemporary with part of use of D II5, as spread of burnt daub, etc., 
extends into both. Probably cess-pit. 
Section : Turf and top soil 
Charcoal, mortar and brown soil (dipping into D 146) 
Clayey brown soil and gravel 
Clayey sticky brown soil with much burnt daub and charcoal; the 

daub fired to temperature in excess of 500°C. (L.B.-by firing 
test-see Wachet, op. cit.' note 6, p. 32) 

Brown clayey silt, merging 
into grey-green silt 

12th and 13th century sherds 3 ft. from turf. 

9 in. 
7 in. 

II in. 

l ft. 6 in. 
9in. 

l ft. 6 in. 

6 ft. o in. 

Filling mixed orange clay and brown soil; widening and deepening to west, same 
as D 130 to west, possibly Roman originally. but there are 13th-century sherds 
in its continuation D 130. Depth N . I ft. ; samian (p. 7) Schist hone, No. 4 
(p. 22). Fragment of lava quern near base (p. 23). 
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made. Little can be said about these outlying areas without detailed 
excavation, but it would seem that the area north-west of the house area 
would have been the most fruitful. 

Dating and Conclusion. Most of the pottery is of the earlier part of 
the thirteenth century and although there are several sherds of Stamford 
ware of the first half of the twelfth century, it does not seem likely that the 
house has a continuous existence between these two dates, as sherds of 
the later twelfth century are absent. A possible explanation is that the 
earlier sherds are derived from occupation outside the house area, and that 
the house itself is wholly of the thirteenth century, the earlier sherds being 
scattered from elsewhere. The identification of the house with the manor 
house of the de Humet family can only be that of John de Humet, though 
that of Jordan de Humet may still be elsewhere within the earthwork, 
perhaps further to the north-west. 

The Tudor House 
The second house on the site (Period 2) is represented by the features 

shown on the plan (fig. 12). They comprise two buildings, probably a 
dwelling house at the east end of the raised platform, with three rooms, 
I, II and III and an outbuilding (IV), probably a byre, at the west end. Both 
buildings had stone footings in places (sandstone, limestone and ironstone 
of drift origin; see p. 23) and probably had a timber-framed superstructure 
filled in with clay, which formed a considerable part of the destruction layer. 
There are several different kinds of mortar and plasrer,s suggesting periodic 
modifications. The walls were plastered white (including those of IV) and 
the roofs were of Swithland slates with glazed ridge tiles and lead fittings. 
Rooms I and II had mortar floors and there was a small amount of window 
glass and lead edging strip. 

The dwelling house (c. 37 ft. square) was entered from the east through 
a doorway marked by post-holes 153 and 154, with a hollow (155) worn 
between them. No trace remains of the walls either side of this doorway, 
which were probably wholly on timber wall plates or around crucks 
supported on stones. The doorway led into Room III (24 ft. x 17 ft. 
internally) which was probably some kind of workroom or kitchen with 
hearths in its north part. A quern (No. 2, p. 23) found in the north-west 
corner was probably in situ. The other three walls of this room are well 
defined as stone footings. There is a suggestion of rebuilding in the outer 
fragment of wall 139 on the north side of III. 

No connection could be seen between III and the two other rooms, 
but any doorway might have been at a higher level. Room I has traces of 
stone footings on its north and west sides (135 and 128) and slight traces 
of a mortar floor. It might have been one room with II, but the west wall of 
I appears to project further than that of II and its well-defined mortar floor 
has a definite northern limit; there may have been merely a wooden partition 
wall between the two. Room I had successive hearths in its centre part, 
one being earlier than the floor. There were traces of broken ironstone 
footings forming the south and west sides of this room and the south-west 
corner appears to have been heavily reinforced by timber uprights 
represented by the post-holes 166-171. 

To the west, the area between the house and IV was much disturbed 
down to the natural and was possibly a kitchen garden drained on its south 
side. 
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IV is rather ill-defined. There is a fragment of stone footing 182, 
paralleled on the north side by wall 140, but of east and west walls there are 
no traces. Around the two wall fragments there was much debris of plaster, 
slate and clay, and ditch 146 drains the building, apparently down its central 
east-west axis. Ditch 105 drains the south exterior. It is very probable that 
this building was a byre, with a floor drain. 

The only other features are an outer ditch (102b) on the west side and 
cobbling of gravel lumps on all sides of the house platform. 

There is a very slight scatter of period 2 pottery in the other parts . of 
the earthwork but the only other feature of this period outside the house 
area is the hollow by test hole 10 visible on the surface. This test hole was 
expanded in two extra cuts to north and west but showed only a pit of 
maximum depth of 3 ft. filled with dark brown soil and some stone rubble. 
Its purpose remains unexplained. 

The house complex would appear to be a cottage and byre of substantial 
construction, which might be occupied by a yeoman farmer such as John 
Swan. The pottery and small finds, which are numerous, suggest an 
occupation in the later fifteenth-seventeenth centuries. Reddening on the 
surfaces of some stones6 (including the quern) suggests that the building 
may have been destroyed by fire. 
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THE FINDS 

The metal objects have been X-rayed and cleaned under Mr. Biek's direction. 
The drawings have been done by Miss Meikle and Mr. Ewence in consultation with 
Mr. Biek, and with the help of the X-ray photographs. Detail from these which is 
not visible on the object is shown in the drawings with a heavy dotted line. The 
descriptions of the objects are followed by Mr. Biek's technical notes with the suffix 
L.B. There is more gilt on the photographs taken of the gilt-bronze objects on 
arrival at the laboratory (Pl. I) than shown (stippled) on drawing, some having 
been unavoidably removed during the cleaning process. 

L.M.M.C.=Medieval Catalogue (London Museum Catalogue No. 7, 1940). 
Iron Objects. Illustrated : (All Tudor or later contexts) Fig. 13, Nos. 4-8 

Fig, 14, Nos. 14-20; see also Pl. I. 
4. Arrowhead, socketed, fish-tail type (H.A., base of topsoil.) Cf. L.M.M.C. No. 4, 

Fig. 16, p. 66. 
5. Socketed object, ?rush-hplder. (H.A., base of topsoil.) 
6. Strap-end Buckle, with fr. of pin or strap attachment on one side. (H.A., 

surface of natural.) 
7. Strap-end Buckle, with pin and collar, and traces of non-ferrous plating.* (H.A., 

base of topsoil.) 
8. Strap-end Buckle, with pin and collar.t (H.A., dest. layer.) 

14. Fitting or tool of uncertain use,:j: with square-sectioned shank and spatulate 
blade (u/s). 

15. Key. (Wall 126, soil among rubble); II the kidney-shaped bow, wards perpen
dicular to the stem, and symmetrical bit, suggest that it should belong to the 
L.M.M.C. type VIIA (mostly 15th century) though on our example the stem 
is apparently unpointed. 

16. Rowel Spur.§ (H.A. base of dest. layer near wall 125.) Both this and No. 17 
are straight~sided types. in contrast to medieval examples (see L.M.M.C. 
pp. 103-112); the double-perforated ankle fittings are however similar. 

17. Rowel Spur.! (H.A. Base of topsoil.) This has straight sides and a 6-pointed 
rowel. 

* The X-ray shows the collar and clear evidence of non-ferrous plating. In some 
places (see Pl. I) this is visible over substantial areas to the naked eye on the 
surface of the object and appears to be a white metal, probably tin (L.B.). 

t The collar, visible to the naked eye, is clearly defined in the X-ray, where evidence 
for non-ferrous plating is very slight and doubtful (L.B.). 

:j: There is no evidence of working before or during use (e.g. as a chisel). From 
two parallel marks scored along one side of the "blade", it seems unlikely that 
it was ever any larger (L.B.). 
The X-ray shows this to have been wrought from a single piece of metal, and 
clearly indicates the kidney shape of the bow. Copious remains of non-ferrous 
metal 'plating' are present in places all along the surface. They are particularly 
clear in the bit, whose shape is evident from the X-ray. On the strength of the 
remains of 'plating' on the bit, and on that alone, it is possible to say quite 
definitely that both parts of the bit originally had two 'teeth'. They were probably 
symmetrical. Only one part of the bit survives entire; the lower part's teeth 
are both missing down to the base. But enough of the non-ferrous plating remains 
at the very base of the cut between them to indicate their existence originally. 
The shank is solid (L.B.). 

§ The X-ray defines the shape precisely and shows conclusive traces of non-ferrous 
metal 'plating'. These are most prominent at the 'neck', the rowel assembly 
(where some parts clearly remain) including the pin and holes, and in the 'attach
ment holes' (one rivet extant) at the preserved end (L.B.). 

! The X-ray clearly shows the small remaining part of the rowel and precise 
nature of its fit. There are also very slight but fairly definite traces, especially 
at the beck, suggesting that the whole object had originally been plaited with 
some non-ferrous metal such as silver, copper, or tin, or alloys of these (L.B.). 
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r8. Strap-end Buckle, with pin and trace of collar.* (H.A. dest. layer.) 
19. Spearhead socketed and probably winged.t (Base of destruction layer near 

Wall 125.) 
20. Bill-hook, socketed, with rivet.:j: (H.A. dest. layer.) 

Iron objects not illustrated (all in Tudor or later contexts) include 4 terret 
or similar rings, 3 knife fragments, 2 large-headed (2 in.) nails, part of a latch
lifter, part of a buckle, end of a hook, fragment of scissor or candle-snuffer blade, 
part of a catch-plate, a square-sectioned casting, and part of a horseshoe. 

Copper Alloy Objects. Illustrated: Fig. 13, Nos. 1-3, 9; Fig. 14, Nos. 12, 13; 
see also pl. I. 

Medieval 
1. Book-mark tag, incised dot-and-circle decoration on one side, reverse side plain 

(D 122, near base.) 

Tudor or later contexts 
2. Gilt-bronze, ornament in form of bow, with bent-over staples for attachment 

to wood, leather etc.; gilt areas surviving are stippled in drawing. (H.A. surface 
of natural.) 

3. Gilt-bronze buckle, double-looped, with gilt-bronze pin; surviving gilt areas 
stippled in drawing. There is an almost ideritical buckle from Baconsthorpe 
Castle (inf. S. E. Rigold).11 (H.A., surface of natural by Wall 126.) 

9. Buckle, bronze strap-end type, wit hiron pin and plate for attachment to strap.§ 
(H.A., destruction layer.) 

12. Frs. of rim of bronze plate or mortar. (H.A., dest. layer.) 
13. Casting (complete) in form of bow, one end expanded, the other plain.![ (H.A., 

surface of natural.) 
Bronze objects not illustrated, all of Tudor or later date, include 4 pins, frs. of 

thin sheeting with rivet holes, 3 terret or similar rings, 2 thimbles, and a globular 
fluted shape bell of "Aldbourne" type with loose iron clapper. 

Clay Pipes (Fig. 13, Nos. IO and II). Only a few fragments were found at 
the base of the top soil in the house area, none in the destruction levels. The two 
illustrated have been identified by Mr. Adrian Oswald. 
10. Oswald, type 2 1600-1620 incuse stamp on footstand I.R. This is a common 

stamp of this period, especially in London. 
II. Oswald, type IIA, 1820-1840. 

* No evidence of non-ferrous metal in X-ray, which does, however, clearly show 
remains of collar (presumably of iron) unavoidably lost in clearing (L.B.). 

t X-ray shows details of main body and slight bend at tip; also radiopacity along 
edge (non-ferrous: plating?) (L.B.). 

:j: X-ray shows exact position of rivet (L.B.). 
II Baconsthorpe Castle (or Hall) is in Norfolk, 3 m. N .E. of Holt. Its range is also 

late 15th-to mid 17th century. Most of the rich and varied rubbish-fine Venetian 
glass, Metalwork etc. with Stoneware and other pottery galore, comes from a 
sealed deposit in the moat, connected with a rebuilding, c. 1600 (perhaps a trifle 
earlier rather than later). The site was deserted by the Commonwealth period. 
The rubbish in the sealed deposit includes a little earlier-looking material (S.E.G.). 

§ The pin is visible, but the plate is hidden by sandy conglomerate corrosion 
products, clearly shown in X-ray; it has been left uncleaned to preserve iron 
fittings (L.B.). 

![ There is a pale blue to green patch of powdery deposit all round narrower half. 
It appears extraneous to corrosion products proper and may thus be significant 
of something once in contact with the object; the deposit has been left untouched. 
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Other finds: not illustrated 

Latten or Pewter. Two fragments of slipped stem spoon handles were found, 
one at the base of the top soil in the house area, another in the top soil in TH 6. 

Glass. A few fragments of glass were found; they have been examined by 
Dr. D. B. Harden, but none are of interest. They include scraps of window glass 
of average thickness 1 / 20 in., from the house area (base of top soil); fragments 
from 17th and 19th century bottles (top soil); and a wine glass base of 16th or early 
17th-century date (house area, top soil base). 

Bone Objects Bone fragments include a small knife handle; two other knife 
handles with iron tang embedded and five bronze rivets; a spindle whorl made from 
a long-bone head (1½ in. X ¾ in., perforation 3/16 in.-from D 105); and an 18th
century button. 

Lead includes fragments of window edging; roof sheeting with iron rivets; 
and a 7/16 in. lead shot ; all are from the house area destruction layer. 

Jet. Two fragments of a ring ¾ in. diameter, ¼ in. thick (house area, surface of 
natural). 

The Jettons 
by S. E. Rigold, M .A. 

I. (Sealed under metalling north of house area, near TH 22.) 
Nuremberg, early 16th century, thick, diameter 27 mm. 

obv. illegible 
rev. Reichsapfel in trilobe, nonsensical inscription. 

2. (House area base of top soil, near PH 166.) 
Nuremberg, late 16th century diameter 21 mm. 

0/HANS KRAVWINCKEL IN N. 3 lys and crowns. 
R/Reichsapfel 

GOTT.ALL (EIN?) .. . 1ST 
cf. Barnard Pl. XXXIII 84-87. 

3. (House area top soil, near H 138.) 
Pewter Jetton, English, semi official c. 1600 

obv. crowned rose, traces of Elizabeth etc. 
rev. double headed eagle. 
similar examples were found at Portland Castle. 
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Hones: not illustrated 
The geological identifications (based on hand specimen examination) are by 

Mr. R. W. Elliott, F.G.S., of the Geological Survey and Museum (Petrographical 
Department). 

Shape of Dimensions Material Provenance Probable 
Cross-Section in inches Date 

Square 4x 1¼ Coarse grained sandstone, HA topsoil Period 2 
slightly micaceous or later 

Square 4x 1¼ As No. I HA dest. Period 2 

Triangular 5 X I¾ Probably greywacke or tuff HA U/S ND 

Irregular, 4x1x½ Quartz-sericite-schist D144,base Period I 
very worn 

Square 2XIXI Coarse grained sandstone, HA, base Period 2 
slightly micaceous of top soil or later 

Square 2XIXI Medium grained sandstone, HA, base Period 2 
slightly micaceous of top soil or later 

Square 3XIXI Coarse grained sandstone, HA, base Period 2 
slightly micaceous of top soil or later 

Sub-rectangular 6x¾x½ Quartz-sericite-schist HA dest. Period 2 

Square 3XI Coarse grained sandstone, HA dist. Period 2 
slightly micaceous 

Square 2XI Medium grained sandstone, HA dist. Period 2 
slightly micaceous 

Square 2XI Fine grained sandstone, HA surface Period 2 
slightly micaceous of natural 

Square 2¼x I Medium grained sandstone, HA surface Period 2 
slightly micaceous of natural 

Square 3x1 Medium grained sandstone, HA dest. Period 2 
slightly micaceous 

Square 4XI Medium grained sandstone, HA dist. Period 2 
slightly micaceous 

Square, 4x1 Medium grained sandstone, HA surface Period 2 
tapering and less slightly micaceous of natural 

The various sandstone specimens could probably be matched with sandstones 
of Carboniferous age and may have been derived from the local drift deposits since 
erratics of Carboniferous sandstones are recorded in the drift of Leicestershire. 
The two specimens of quartz-schist (Nos. 4 and 8), could probably be matched with 
rocks from the Scottish Highlands if not with rocks from Continental Europe. 
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Querns: not illustrated 

Fragment. Thickness ¾ in.-I¼ in. (latter on rim); furrowed and worn on both 
sides ; original diameter c. 24 in. Vesicular lava, similar in hand specimen to rocks 
from Mayen and Niedermendig (identified by Mr. R. W. Elliott). From near base 
of D 144, Period I or possibly Roman. 

Fragments of lower stone, whose original diameter was 2 ft., with a central 
hole 2½ in. square and 3½ in. thick. Millstone grit burnt red on upper surface 
to depth of I in. in places. Found in Period 2 house, room III, in corner as on 
plan (fig. 12) Period 2. 

Stone. Samples of stone from the Period 2 house footings were examined by 
Mr. F. W. Dunning, of the Geological Survey and Museum, who reports as follows: 

"The specimens include : 
I. Micaceous flaggy sandstone. 
2. Shelly limestone with abundant gastropod remains. 
3. Oolitic ironstone, probably Jurassic. 
4. Coarse oolite. 
5. Shelly oolitic limestone. 

None of these specimens is representative of local bedrock, but all of them 
are most likely to have been transported to the region in the glacial drift, probably 
from the north-east or east." 

Animal Bones. Specimens of bones from contexts of Periods I and 2 were 
submitted to Miss J. E. King, of the British Museum (Natural History), who has 
listed the species represented as follows : 

Period I, Medieval. Ox 

Pig 

Period 2, Tudor and later. Ox 

Pig 

Sheep or Goat 

Rabbit 

Astragalus 
Proximal phalange 
Rib fragment 

Astragalus 
Tibia fragment-juv. 

Distal end radius 
Thoracic vertebra fragment 
Rib fragments 

Two fragments right maxillae 
Incomplete left side lower jaw 
Canine 
Milk incisor 

Cranium fragment 
Maxilla fragment 
Scapula fragment 
Tibia 
Cervical vertebra 
Incomplete femur 
Rib fragments 

Two humeri 
Ulna 
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Ridge Tiles and Bricks 

Several dozen fragments of ridge tiles and two fragments of brick were found, 
but only two of these were found in sealed medieval levels (both of type RID 1). 
The remainder were in destruction levels of Period 2, and of these, type RID 2 is 
likely to be derived from Period 1, as it is so similar to RID I. No cut or moulded 
"castellated" crests were found, and the tiles of both periods were probably plain, 
except for the probable crests described below, both probably of Period 1. None 
are complete enough to be sure of the roof angle, though RID 2 is probably at 
about 45 °. 

RID 1, ½ in., coarse grey core with cream-buff or pink surfaces, mottled apple
green or olive glaze on exterior; examples from D 115 (3 ft. o in. from turf): TH 27, 
L 2; and HA <lest. 

RID 2, ½ in., similar to 1, but harder smoother surfaces and glaze is a matt 
olive-green. HA <lest., but probably Period I. 

RID 3, ¼ in., grey core, with reddish surfaces and matt yellow-green glaze, 
shiny in spots; Period 2. 

RID 4, ¾ in., red brick colour and texture, with black lustrous glaze on interior 
and on outer edge; Period 2. 

BRI 1, I in., dark red hard smooth with dark grey core, patch of black glaze on 
edge, which probably originally covered smoother side; probably floor tile; Period 2. 

BRI 2, I in., salmon-red, brick texture, no glaze; probably floor tile of Period 2. 

Note on Crests of Ridge Tiles from Humberstone 
by G. C. Dunning, B.SC., F.S.A. (Fig. 17, os. S 1-3)* 

The three crests are of the same type, attached longitudinally to the top of the 
ridge tile. Two examples (S I and S 2) were simply applied to the tile and the 
junction, secured by pressing up the inside with the finger-end, but the third (S 3) 
was fixed by a dowel or plug which passes through a hole in the top of the tile, as 
shown in the section. Two crests (S I and S 3) are of coarse grey ware with dark 
green glaze; the other crest (S 2) is of finer, buff ware and the glaze is mottled 
green, thinner and more evenly applied than on the others. These differences need 
not imply much if any difference in date between the three crests. 

This form of crest, in the shape of a pair of horns or loops at intervals along 
the ridge tile, is probably a regional type in the Midlands. It occurs on tiles 
from the 13th-century pottery kiln at Potters Marston, Leics.,7 but examples do not 
appear to be known elsewhere. 

* S 3 was found in the house area destruction layer; S I and S 2 were in the 
disturbed surface of the natural in the house area. 



Abbreviations: 
s. 
D. 
H.A. 
Dest. 
Nat. 
gl. 
ext. 
int. 

HUMBERSTONE EARTHWORK, LEICESTER 

The Pottery 

Sections r-6. 
Ditch 
House area 
Destruction levels 
Disturbed surface of natural 
glazed 
exterior 
interior 

INTRODUCTION 

A good deal of pottery was recovered, but very little of it in sealed levels, except 
that from medieval ditches and pits; of the series illustrated below, therefore, only 
the medieval pottery is reasonably stratified. The remainder is mostly from the 
area around the Period 2 buildings, where the ground was disturbed to the natural, 
probably by gardening activity over a long period. The only pieces which can be 
definitely assigned to the r8th century, however, were all from the top soil, and may 
be regarded as intrusive. 

The lack of dating evidence makes this series of limited value; the pottery of 
the 1sth-I7th centuries is so little known, however, that it seems worth illustrating 
a selection of typical forms and fabrics for their associations and for future reference. 
Groups A-D are associated with Period I; Groups H-M and O with Period 2 and 
Groups N and P with Period 3. 

The series has been kindly examined by Mr. J. G. Hurst, M.A., F.S.A., who has 
supplied most of the suggestions about dating and origins. 

PERIOD I 

Medieval: Stamford Ware (ST 1-3). Apart from the three sherds illustrated, 
there are eleven others from the excavation. One of these was found with ST 2, 
and is probably part of the same vessel; three others were found in the old ground 
surface under the bank east of the east moat (as was A I); three others were from 
D us, stratified above several of Group A; another was found deep in Pit 181; 
and three were in disturbed levels. 

Of these fourteen sherds, seven are pale orange glazed (including ST 3), and 
two of these have fine horizontal girth-grooves on the exterior. One of the un
glazed sherds is from a sagging base of a jar such as ST I or ST 2. 
ST 1, jar, fabric as ST 2, but warm buff interior surface. TH 27, layer 2. 
ST 2, jar, fine, hard, smooth off-white fabric, blue-grey in places. D us, 2 ft. 

to 3 ft. from turf. 
ST 3, handle, fabric as ST 2, with very shiny glaze, mostly a dull pale green, 

but peach-coloured in places. The handle is made from two separate twists 
of paste, one of two and the other of three strands which have been pressed 
together, and "thumbed" in places. D us, 3 ft. from turf. 

The plaited handle is of considerable interest as it shows continuity from the 
small Stamford strap handles with applied plaited strips8 through the double 
plaited Huinberstone handle to the twisted medieval handles which are typical of 
the Eastern Midlands and East Anglia in the 13th century.9 In the Oxford 
region,10 and in Warwickshire11 strap handles with plaited strips continue in the 
12th and 13th centuries. 

ST I and ST 2 may be compared with rims from Stamford Castle.12 ST 3 is 
from a jug such as Stamford Castle.'3 

The group may be dated to the first half of the 12th century. There is no 
evidence for jugs before c. I066, their place being taken by spouted pitchers. The 
normal type of Stamford ware does not seem to last beyond the middle of the 
12th century, so that this group is earlier than Group A-D, and is the basis of the 
suggestion (p. 9) that they are derived from an earlier occupation than that 
represented by the post-holes in the house area. 



Fig. 15. Pottery of Period r, medieval: see pp. 25, 27 (Scale I/ 4) 
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Group NE. St. Neots Ware. 
NE. I. Rim sherd, fine purple-brown shelly ware, grey core, soapy-developed 

St. Neots ware, 12th century.'4 
Group A are cooking-pots of hard gritty ware, mostly grey with orange-brown 

surfaces, others varying from grey to grey-buff, except A 5, which is dark-grey, 
with a blackish surface. The fabric is typical of 13th century pottery found in the 
Leicester area. The rim form varies from the plain rounded rim of A 2, to the 
more developed ones of A 18-19. 

This group is probably wholly of 13th-century date; the rim-top decoration 
of A 3 and the light thumb-pressed strip on A 7 are typical. The absence of later 
13th-century jugs on the site suggests that most of the group is likely to belong 
to the first half of the century. The very few sherds of glazed jugs include one 
with a simple pinched-out lip, consistent with this dating. The coarse sherds may 
have come from the kiln at Potters Marston where cooking-pots such as A 7 were 
made in the 13th century.IS Those from Humberstone lack the slightly pinched out 
base angle of the Potters Marston examples. The group is probably intermediate 
between the Stamford ware, which forms the bulk of the 12th-century pottery in this 
area and the cooking-pots of the later 13th century such as those from 1ewry Wall.I6 
AI, sealed under bank to east of east moat: shown on S 6. 
A2-A3, H .A. dest.; A3 has incised decoration on top of rim. 
A4, D II5, I ft .-2 ft. above base. 
A5, D II5, 3 ft .-4 ft. below turf. 
A6-A7, D 177, from base of D 105 down to 3 ft. o in. from turf. 
AS, D II5, 4 ft.-5 ft. from turf. 
A9, D II5 near base. 
A10-A12, H.A. dest. 
A13, D II5 down to 3 ft. from turf, incised decoration on rim. 
A14, H.H. dest. 
A15, H.A. nat. 
A16, H.A. nat. and ash of Hearth 101. 
AI7, H.A. nat. 
A18, D II5 down to 3 ft. 
A19, H .A. dest. 

Group B are more developed rims in a fabric similar to that of Group A, 
except that it contains much more shell backing. Sherds of this group occur with 
those of A, and there is no reason to think they are not contemporary, except that 
the unusual rim forms suggest some development. 
BI, D 105, 2 ft. below general level of natural. 
B2-B3, H.A. nat. 

Group C are probably all bowls; they are in similar fabric to Group A, and 
should be contemporary. 
C1, Fireplace ash 133. 
C2-C3, D II5, down to 3 ft. from turf. 
C4, Hearth 101, ash. 
C5, D II5, 3 ft.-4 ft. from turf. 

Group D are miscellaneous pieces. There are no jug rims associated with 
D1-D2. 
DI, Handle, fabric as Group A, deep incisions; H.A. dest. 
D2, Handle, fabric as Group A, soapy; perforated; H.A. top soil. 
D3, Spouted bowl, fabric as Group B; H .A. nat. A development of the East 

Anglian Saxo-Norman examples.I7 

PERIOD 2 (beginning) 
Late Medieval 

Group F are handles and a bowl in hard coarse pink or grey ware, with viridian 
green glaze. Only a few sherds of these vessels were found apart from these handles; 
none were in sealed levels of Period 1, but all were at the base of the Period 2 layers 
except F5. Their dating is uncertain; they could be 13th century or later, but 
they probably belong to the earlier part of Period 2. 
F1-F3, Handles; FI stabbed; F2 has tenon for keying to pot; all from H.A. nat. 
F4, Dish, glazed only on lower half interior; H.A. dest. 

Group G are in a harder and coarser version of fabric A, grey to pink-buff 
and appear to be fired to a higher temperature, with purplish-maroon "bubbled" 
surfaces nearer to those of Group H. They probably belong to the beginning of 
Period 2, i.e. 15th-early 16th centuries. 



Fig. 16. Pottery of Period 2, late and post-medieval : see pp. 27, 29 (Scale 1/4) 
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G1, Jar; H.A. dest. (thickening below rim is characteristic of 15th century). 
G2, Jar; green glaze on exterior; H.A. dest. 
G3, Jar; thumb-pressed decoration on applied bands under rim; olive glaze on 

exterior; H.A. top soil. 1 8 
G4, Jar; as G3, but no glaze; H.A. top soil. 
G5, Dish, possibly oval ("fish-dish"), though shown on drawing as if circular; 

the worn projection on the rim may be part of a lip, or of a horizontal lug 
or handle on the end. H.A. nat. 1 9 

PERIOD 2 (later) 
Post-Medieval 

While the stratification does not permit of a firm dividing line between the 
pottery associated with Period I and that with Period 2, the remaining groups are 
sufficiently distinctive in fabric not to be confused with medieval wares, though 
many of the forms are similar. 

Group H are all vessels of a very hard gritty fabric approaching that of stone
ware, with a fine "bubbly" surface indicative of high firing temperatures. The 
colour of the paste ranges from grey-buff to purple, though most are tinged with 
maroon or purple. Some have a colourless glaze, which usually deepens the colour 
to a very dark maroon. 

This type of fabric is probably the precursor of Nottingham stoneware, and 
may perhaps have been made in that town. There are no "Tudor yellow" or 
"Tudor green" ware represented on the site, and these early stonewares are their 
Midland equivalent. They are common in Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire and 
Warwickshire.20 

The group cannot be closely dated, but it likely to belong to the later 15th 
and the 16th centuries. 
H1-H9 are narrow-necked jars. 
HI, maroon-grey, marron surfaces, H.A. dest. 
Hz, maroon, traces of glaze, H .A. dest. 
H3, maroon, grey-buff ext. surface, H.A. dest. 
H4, warm grey-buff, H.A. dest. 
Hs, maroon, grey ext., H.A. nat. 
H6, pink-maroon, buff ext., H.A. dest. 
H7, maroon, buff ext., H.A. top soil. 
H8, jar or vat with bung-hole; blue-grey, maroon, surfaces. (The maroon colour 

extends right through at the base-angle) H .A. dest.21 

H9-H16 are jars with everted rims. 
H9, maroon, gl. both sides, H.A. <lest. 
H10, maroon, patchy gl., H.A. dest. 
Hn, maroon, gl. int., H.A. dest. 
H14, blue-grey, H.A. nat. 
H15, red-buff, maroon ext., slightly gl., H .A. nat. 
H16, blue-grey, maroon int., H.A. top soil. 
H17-H26 are bowls or straight-sided storage jars. 
H17, deep maroon, bubbled gl. both sides, H.A. dest. 
H18, maroon, H.A. dest. 
H19, red-buff, maroon surfaces, H.A. dest. 
H2o, maroon-brown, grey-maroon surfaces, H.A. <lest. 
H21, maroon, gl. int., TH IO, L3. 
H22, maroon, gl. int., H.A. <lest. 
H23, maroon-brown, patchy gl., H.A. dest. 
H24, grey-maroon, thin glaze, which has accumulated thickly towards lower part 

of sherd, H.A. top soil. 
H25, maroon, H.A. <lest. 
H26, red-buff, maroon surfaces, H.A. dest. (shape uncertain, may be part of the 

longer side of an oval ("fish") dish. 
H27-H28 are bases, which cannot be certainly associated with any of the rims; 

both are maroon, gl. both sides, and from H.A. dest. 
H29, jug-rim and part of handle, dull maroon, patchv gl., H.A. nat. 
H30, storage-jar, dull maroon, blue-grey surfaces; traces of gl., the thumb-impressed 

band below the rim is separately poorly applied; H .A. <lest. 
H31, bowl with vertical lug on rim, and horizontal handle; deep maroon, bubbly 

glaze; H .A. top soil. 
H32-H33, jars, reddish-brown more sandy fabric, grey exterior, no glaze; H.A. nat. 



Fig. 17. Pottery of Periods 2 and 3, post-medieval: see pp. 29, 31 (Scale 1/ 4) 
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Group I, possibly 16th century. 
!1, is a pedestal base of a jug in soft reddish ware, purplish int. surface, and glazed 

olive-brown on the outside. H.A. dest. cf. Chew Valley Lake22 where a similar 
piece, but with a hollow base was dated to the late 16th century. 
Group 1 are made in a rather finer fabric, usually reddish-buff, with a smoother 

surface, and a warm brown glaze. They are probably later than Group H, and may 
extend into, or be wholly of, the 17th century A.D. 
11-16, are bowls, all from H.A. dest.; 11-15 are red-buff with purplish surface in 

places, and patchy red-brown gl.; 16 is reddish-brown, with a more even 
purplish-brown glaze. 

17-19 are jars, 19 being of similar rim form to H5-H6. 
17, purplish-red, grey core, patches of treacly glaze which has run down in blobs 

while the vessel was inverted; H.A. top soil. 
18, reddish-brown, rich warm brown gl. ext. and int. of rim; H.A. dest. 
19, reddish-brown, even purplish-brown gl. int.; H.A. top soil. 

Group K are in hard yellow-buff gritty fabric, with glaze as described. These 
may be a local copy of Group H. No dating can be suggested, other than their 
association with Period 2, i.e., 15th-17th centuries. 
K1-K2 may not be the same vessel, but both are from bowls. 
K1, dark purplish treacly glaze int., beginning below rim. H.A. dest. 
!(2, similar glaze int., and trickling down ext.; the original wash of slip is purplish 

matt, and has trickled further down ext. than dark purlish treacly glaze. H.A. 
top soil. 
Group L are dark-glazed reddish or brown fine wares. LI and L2 are probably 

of the 15th-16th centuries, while the more reddish fabrics of L3 and L4, and the 
"tyg" form of L4, suggest a later date in the 16th-17th centuries. 
LI, cup or small jug, very hard fine purple-brown, with dark chocolate-brown glaze 

on both sides; there is a trace of decoration in cream slip, which appears yellow 
under glaze. H .A. dest. 

L2, small jug, very hard fine maroon fabric, purple inside and purple-brown glaze 
exterior. H.A. dest. , 

L3, "Tyg", fine hard reddish-brown, purple-black glaze both sides. H.A. top soil. 
L4, base, fabric as L3, browner glaze only on exterior. H .A. nat. 

Group M are of yellow-glazed fine ware; the fabric off-white, cream, or pale 
pink (M7 only); M1-M9 are probably from bowls or dishes; Mm is a foot from a 
larger vessel. The glaze is of high gloss, except M3, M5-M7, and M9, which are 
more matt. The decoration is incised under the glaze. All are from H.A. dest., 
except M3, M7 and M9, which are from H.A. nat. 

These are not likely to be earlier than the 17th century, and are probably coarse 
precursors of late 17th and 18th century Staffordshire wares. 

PERIOD 3 
Group N are stoneware. 

NI, base; pale-grey, darker core, buff-grey int., mottled brown ext. ("tiger-ware"), 
possibly base of Bellarmine, possibly Rhenish, H.A. top soil. 17th-18th 
centuries. 

N2, "Gin" bottle ; pale grey-buff with speckled pale brown ext., H.A. top soil, 
18th century.23 
Group P probably 18th century. 

P1, is of pale grey-buff stoneware, with a lustrous pale olive glaze on both sides 
over faintly-impressed decoration, from H.A. top soil. There are about eight 
other sherds of this unusual fabric. H.A. top soil. 
Group O imported stoneware. 

01, most of a small jug of Westerwald ware; pale grey stoneware with salt glaze 
and royal blue between panels; late 17th-early 18th centuries. Scattered over 
House area, at base of top soil. 
There are additionally a few sherds of Nottingham stoneware of the 18th 

century, and of Staffordshire combed ware (marbled and plain) of similar date. 
None were found in levels lower than the top soil. 
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NOTES 

1. I should like to thank those who have contributed to this report: and also 
Mr. D . T .-D. Clarke, M.A., F.M.A.; Mr. L. G. Harris, for drawing the pottery; 
Miss E. Meikle and Mr. Peter Ewence, for drawing the finds; and Messrs. 
Tennant Bros. (the owners), who have given every co-operation. 

2. G. E. Kendall, Humberstone: a brief History of the Church and the Manors 
(Leicester, 1916). cf. also V.C.H. Leics. iv (1959), 439-40. 

3. Inf. Geol. Survey, Museum. Drift map, Leicester 31. The site lies on Boulder 
Clay which is flanked by glacial sand and gravel, and then by outcrops of 
Lower Lias Limestones and Clays (Jurassic) and Rhaetic Shales. 

The glacial origin of the subsoil is reflected in the nature of most of the mineral 
finds, making the exceptions significant. 

4. Full details of these are preserved in the Ministry's records; the more important 
ones are described in footnotes. 

5. Details of these, with suggested groupings, have been deposited in the Ministry's 
records and with the finds. 

6. Firing tests (as described in J. S. Wacher, "Excavations at Wattisfield, 1956", 
Trans. Suffolk Inst. Arch.-in the press: Report on Soils, by L . Biek) were 
done on a piece of reddened limestone; the results suggest that it may have 
been partially exposed to a temperature of the order of 500°C. or more (L.B.). 

7. Trans. Leics. Arch. Soc., xxviii (1952), 60, Fig. 3. 
8. Proc. Camb. Ant. Soc. Ii (1957), p. 47, Fig. 2, 43 and p. 56, Fig. 4, 2 and 4. 
9. B. Rackham, English Medieval Pottery (1948), pl. 33. 

10. Oxoniensia xvi (1951), p. 36, Fig. 14, l and 3. 
11. Trans. Birm. Arch. Soc. lxxii (1954), p. 86, Fig. 1, 7-10 and 12. 
12. Proc. Camb. Ant. Soc. Ii (1957), p. 47, Fig. 2, 27-32. 
13. Ibid., p. 50, Fig. 3, 9. 
14. Proc. Camb. Ant. Soc. xlix (1955), p. 59, Fig. 4 and Proc. Camb. Ant. Soc. Ii 

(1957), p. 45 for dating evidence at Oakham Castle etc. 
15. Trans. Leics. Arch. Soc. xxviii (1952), 55-62 and Fig. I. 
16. G. C. Dunning, Soc. Ant. Res. Rep. no. I5 (1948), pp. 232-234, Fig. 66. 
17. Proc. Camb. Ant. Soc. 1 (1956), p. 39, Fig. 4, 7-8. 
18. cf. Cambokeels, Arch. Aeliana, 4th Ser. xxvii (1949), Fig. 8, 3-4, 15th century. 
19. Peverel Arch. Gp. Ann. Rep. 1955, Fig. facing p. 26. 
20. e.g. material in the Birmingham and Coventry museums. 
21. For list of bung holes of Ant. 1ourn. xxxv (1955), 64-6. 
22. cf. Chew Valley Lake CVL/PM/10, a similar vessel dated to late 16th-early 17th 

centuries: H .M.S.O. publication forthcoming. 
23. Oxon. iv (1939), 138 and pl. xiv 8-10. 


